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LET'S NETWORKLET'S NETWORK

NetworkingNetworking is not only a great way to acquire new business
opportunities but could done also personal benefit. In general,
making new friends and letting people get to know you on a

personal level is an important aspect of networking that can be
used also, for identifying practical solutions to everyday life.

In case of architects&designers networking,architects&designers networking, today could be
the only way to identify a contractor, an architecture or interior

design project and, why not, working worldwide.

Note: In my opinion, an architects&designers networking will be
unbeatable specially by welcoming professionals fromwelcoming professionals from

finance, commercial and communication worldfinance, commercial and communication world

Sandra A. Arizabalo
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DaytonaDaytona

It's a luxury brand by Signorini & Coco, company
founded in 1968 in a small artisan workshop in

the heart of Tuscany that celebrated the fiftieth
anniversary of the group's activities at the new

showroom in Milan, a stone's throw from the
Duomo.

On a surface of 100 square meters, arranged on
two floors with large and bright windows, are
exposed some of the best selling products of

the Tuscan company: furnishings of high
craftsmanship from cosmopolitan luxury that

fascinate and become spokesman of traditional
Made in Italy sought after and appreciated

throughout the world.
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DaytonaDaytona, a leading brand in the contemporary
luxury sector that embodies the passion of

Italian manufacturing, was born thanks to the
passion for high-end furniture of the third

generation of the family actually, directed by art
directors Leonardo Dainelli and Marzia Dainelli.
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Italian classic and precious woodsItalian classic and precious woods such as
Canaletto walnut or myrtle root, are combined
with elegant marbles coming from the Tuscan
quarries of Vagli.

But also the brass, antique bronze and titanium
finishes, matched with fabrics and noble leathers
such as nubuck and suede, handcrafted with
techniques refined by time and experience, give
a sophisticated style and immune to time.
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